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Since co-founding ZurickDavis in 1986, Jeff’s search focus has been almost
exclusively in health care. In addition to leading major searches, he lends his
expertise, experience and nationwide connections in the health care field to client
relations and new business development.

Early in his career, Jeff managed searches in health care, banking and financial
services, manufacturing, software, distribution, real estate, academia and human
services. Prior to search, Jeff taught both business and psychology at BU’s School
of Management and College of Liberal Arts.

Jeff holds a BA from the City University of New York, an MA in psychology and an
MBA from Boston University. He spent five years on the Board and Executive
Committee of Jewish Memorial Hospital and Rehabilitation Center, and he is active
in many health care professional organizations. Jeff is very involved in his
community – he is a former Big Brother and served many years on the board of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Massachusetts Bay, as well as on the board of the Big
Brother/Big Sister Foundation.. He has also served on the Boards of the MA
Association of School-based Health Care, the Planned Parenthood League of
Massachusetts, The Samaritans of Greater Boston, and the North Suburban YMCA.

Jeff Zegas, CEO
ZurickDavis

JeffZegas@ZurickDavis.com



Welcome to the Webinar

All attendees are on mute
• To ask a question, please type it into the Q&A box in the control panel on your screen

• If you can’t hear, check your volume setting and computer audio speaker settings—if 
that fails, use the call-in number on your invitation or in the audio settings box in the 
control panel

To minimize the control panel so that you can see more of the screen, click the white 
arrow in the small orange box and the control panel will be minimized.  Click again to 
open.



Ruth Lande is the VP Hospital Relations for RIP Medical Debt,
whose charitable mission is to end medical debt. RIP is a not-for-
profit, national charity that locates, acquires, and abolishes
medical debt for people facing financial hardship. Since its
founding in 2014, RIP has acquired and abolished six billion
dollars of medical debt, helping more than three million families.

Before coming to RIP in 2021, Ruth has led hospital revenue
cycle teams and has expertise in patient access, operational
transformation and clinician alignment. She has been recognized
for initiatives resulting in enhanced financial performance and
high value outcomes for physicians, administrators, patients and
employees. She has an MA in International Affairs from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.
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RIP Medical Debt’s mission
•Our unique and highly leveraged debt abolishment model combines the generosity of donors with debt industry 

expertise to produce a high volume of debt relief return, reducing financial and mental distress for millions of 
people.

•A unique solution for patient-centered healthcare providers: By partnering with us, health care systems can 
strengthen individuals and communities by relieving dormant, uncollectible, and damaging bad debts and can 
identify opportunities to refine their financial assistance programs to better serve their communities.

•A force for systemic change: Our work brings attention to the range of negative impacts caused by medical debt 
and a deeper understanding of its causes. These efforts support progress toward a more compassionate, 
equitable and affordable healthcare system.



•Socially responsible mail order, (small and 
technically-for-profit with office dog)

•Hospitals Revenue Cycle (large not-for-profit)

•Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

•Rochester Regional Health

•RIP Medical Debt (small not-for-profit, with 
office dog)

My story



Medical Debt- how big and how bad?
 JAMA: Nationally, 17.8 percent of people with a credit report as of 2020 had medical debt in collections. 

However most medical debt not reported to credit bureaus- so this is a floor.

Medical debt is a social determinant of health; research establishes the association of financial hardship with 
adverse health outcomes. Medical debt disproportionately affects people of color and is significantly more 
prevalent in communities of color. According to the U.S. Census,ௗnearly 28 percent of Black households and just 
under 22 percent of Hispanic householdsௗhad medical debt in comparison to 17 percent of white non-Hispanic 
households.

 Patients with medical debt often delay the care they need because they fear incurring even more debt. 
They delay accessing dental care, seeing a doctor, and filling prescriptions. According to the Commonwealth 
Foundation, half of adults in the US reported skipping care due to concerns about cost pre-pandemic. For Black, 
Hispanic and low-income adults, six in ten report delaying care.



Mental Stress of debt



Consumerism - how did we get here?
• The Medicare Prescription Drug, 

Improvement, and Modernization Act, 

designed to stimulate the popularity of 

CDHP, passed in Nov 2003, expanded 

medical savings accounts, renaming 

them Health Savings Accounts and 

created tax incentives to encourage 

adoption of high-deductible health plans. 

Banks created HSAs, used to pay for 

qualified expenditures.  



The cost of complexity - an administrative monstrosity

“Like many other observers, I look at the U.S. health 
care system and see an administrative monstrosity, 
a truly bizarre mélange of thousands of payers with 
payment systems that differ for no socially 
beneficial reason, as well as staggeringly complex 
public systems with mind-boggling administered 
prices and other rules expressing distinctions that 
can only be regarded as weird” 

-Henry J Aaron, Brookings Inst Economist



Solutions?

•Limiting deductibles and lowering out-of-pocket limits

•Limiting lawsuits, interest and other aggressive collection actions

•Expanding awareness and access to financial assistance

•Expanding Medicaid





Thank you for attending.

Ruth Lande, Vice President Hospital Relations, RIP Medical Debt
Ruth.Lande@RIPmedicalDebt.org

Jeff Zegas, CEO, ZurickDavis
JeffZegas@ZurickDavis.com


